Victor L. Worsfold Grant Program Fund

Victor Worsfold Grants support student-led service activities that benefit the UT Dallas, local, and global community. Named after long-time UT Dallas School of Arts and Humanities faculty member Dr. Victor Worsfold, the grants are established by the Eugene McDermott Scholars Program Alumni Association, a 501(c)(3) organization, and are intended to fund projects that target the broad array of challenges that our communities face.

Students can apply individually or in groups, and the grants are not limited to any one type of community work or discipline. The Worsfold grants can range from $250 to $1,500 per project, depending on the proposed budget and needs of the project.

Previous recipients include:

- **Art UTD** to fund student engagement in the arts at UT Dallas
- **Comet Composting Program** to fund compost bins in University Village
- **Philosophy Circle** to fund books and supplies for weekly philosophical discussions at a homeless shelter
- **UTD Global Medical and Dental Brigades** to fund hygiene supplies for distribution to impoverished communities in Panama
- **University Emergency Medical Response** to fund critical emergency equipment